This 
INTRODUCTION
Scholarship on 'automobility' has been broad, defining automobility as not just machine-human interactions but the cultural and physical spaces constructed for and by automobiles. 2 Within this context exploration of automobility has often considered gender. Car culture has obviously been associated with men and masculinity, and has become a significant site for the consideration of culture, technology and gender. 3 The car also depends on and generates detailed and specific laws; from the rules of the road and design standards, to liability and risk allocation, to policing of car associated criminal activities. But beyond technical socio-legal scholarship concerning the administration of certain laws-whether insurance schemes are adequate 4 , or the effectiveness of mandatory detention for car crimes 5 , or the pitfalls and promises of random alcohol and drug testing of drivers 6 -the cultural relations between automobility and law have not been as well explored. 7 This paper contributes to this thinking about automobility and the law; in doing so it takes automobility as a site for consideration of technology, gender and law.
It does this through a cultural legal study of Season 13 (June-August 2009) of BBC2's Top Gear to excavate a specific combination of technology, gender and law-combustion masculinity. Much of the show seems to be a celebration of combustion masculinity. But in its excessive performance combustion masculinity is undone. The show articulates how risk and competition combine to form combustion masculinity. It further reveals the function of law within combustion masculinity; for combustion masculinity is constituted through norms and transgression. However, the show's humour, its ironies and its nostalgia presents this way of being male as past. In linking combustion masculinity with the definitional industrial-consumer icon-the automobile-and through highlighting the cultural decline of the car within post-industrial society, the show is, ironically, progressive. Notwithstanding the conservative bluster of its hosts Top Gear is significant for it not only locates law in the formation of combustion masculinity but allows the letting go of combustion masculinity and enables transition to less competitive, more risk sensitive, more lawful masculinities.
TOP GEAR AS COMBUSTION MASCULINITY
Top Gear seems a strange choice for a cultural legal study. An internationally popular infomercial type show about cars, it is many steps removed from the established law in literature texts of early cultural legal studies. Law is present, and as will be seen is present significantly in Top Gear, but the show is not about lawyers and courtrooms. Absent are the obvious law signifiers. There are no offices, police cells, judicial chambers, gavels, wigs, distressed victims, juries and aggrieved parties that early cultural legal studies analysed. 8 Instead, there are cars. Usually, expensive, fast and new cars being driven at speed on racetracks or objects of desire surrounded by the mostly male audience in the cavernous set (an aircraft hangar at Dunsfold Aerodrome in Surrey). In this Top Gear can superficially be seen to the car what Sex and the City (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) was to women's footwear; a celebration of excessive consumption of elite brands and bespoke products. The presence of these two means that the third presenter, James May, tends to be in the background.
Coming onto the show in 2003 May plays a straighter persona than Clarkson or Hammond. Dubbed 'Captain Slow', May is often the object of jokes for driving carefully (that is slowly) and understanding the technicalities of car engineering.
All this screen time for three middle-aged, middle-class, white, heterosexual males as they mess about with cars while mouthing-off to a jovial, sharing-the-joke, mostly male audience, presents a fundamental connection. In Top Gear cars and car culture are firmly parked within a particular masculinity. 21 Sarah S. Lochlann Jain writes that:
Historically, the car was picked up nearly immediately as a tool to renew a masculinity challenged by industrialization…This assertion of masculinity through technology followed ambivalent tracks. On the one hand, the driver's seat reasserted the male as the family head in control of its destiny. The car became a symbol of paternity-daddy driving the family on around on Sunday. On the other hand, the car provided the male with a means of escape from the family and domesticity-it was the private place that gentlemen could drink, swear, and court. The presenters all do pathetically at repairing their cars in the 'Car for a 17 year-old' competition.
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Hammond has trouble starting the 1949 Vincent Black Shadow motorcycle and cannot do roadside repairs to its blocked carburettor. 41 Clarkson is overjoyed when he is able to do the simple and menial task of changing a light bulb in an aging Porsche 944. 42 The careful and technical skills of car maintenance are seen as distinct from the essence of combustion masculinity in car use and abuse.
Cars feminised or not, are not to be loved and cared for. They are to be driven hard and destroyed. it is suggested owners of 'Jaaggggs' can flirt with a waitress in front of their wives, run over dogs What can be seen is that combustion masculinity has its origins as a primal sexual projection, but Top Gear in its visual destruction of cars and its competitions emphasises that the full expression of combustion masculinity is in risk-taking through cars while being seen by other males. Indeed, the point of the television show Top Gear, and its success at attracting and maintaining an international audience, is precisely because it broadcasts images of risk-taking in cars, competition with cars and the visceral excitement of destroying cars. In this it can be seen as a gratuitous celebration of combustion masculinity. Indeed, a cultural legal study of Top Gear is hardly needed to discover this about males and cars. The social scientific studies on combustion masculinity have studied and dissected the masculinity of car culture along these lines. 56 However, in its excessive enthusiasm for cocking about in cars, the show highlights a thematic to combustion masculinity that has not been identified; the essential place of law for the performance of combustion masculinity. 56 Redshaw (n 33), 80-126; Walker 'Hydraulic Sexuality' (n 39); Walker, Butland and Connell (n 39). enveloped instructions during the challenges, to the complex discussion of the rules of the time-trial rally in 13:6, to discussion of road policing and law enforcement, law is a continual theme in Top Gear. The 'Car for a 17 year-old' segment spurs the presenters to remember their youthful driver's licence tests. 61 An annoyed policeman tells the presenters to move their anti-GFC protest in cheap cars on and they do so. 62 The rear-wing of the Mercedes-Benz SL65 AMG Black Series that extends at over 75 mph (120 km/h) is criticised as it alerts the police that the driver is speeding. 63 The extensive 64 This talk, and participation in legality, constitutes a narrative of lawfulness that runs through the series; of rules being applied and participation in juridical processes.
THE LEGALITY OF COMBUSTION MASCULINITY
However, this lawfulness is counterpoised by a sustained lawlessness. It is here at the nexus between lawful and lawlessness that the legality of combustion masculinity becomes transparent. In the opening episode of season 13, the presenters announce that 'they looked at all the things they were not supposed to do, but did them anyway.' 65 This anti-establishment ethos runs through the show.
Clarkson has built a career on ridiculing the 'nanny state' 66 and season 13 has him true to form ridiculing the UK government's response to recent heatwaves 67 and combatively responding to his critics from the liberal media. 68 Top Gear's sympathies are with the freedom-loving, risk-taking male
and not the institutions of the state or the establishment's preferred organs of public opinion. Clarkson loses the challenge in 13:6 by instigating a race with Ford Mustang when he should have followed the rules and driven smoothly. Instead, the images are of Clarkson in his 1969 Austin-Healy Sprite skidding and rolling around corners 'dogfighting' with the Ford. 69 The news report that a driver in California had been caught driving at 210mph (338km/h) in a 65mph (105km/h) zone and only slapped with a $500 fine was greeted by the presenters enthusiastically. First, the speed of the fined driver clearly impressed. Second, the seemingly low (compared with how the UK authorities would have responded) penalty was seen as a reason to move to California where it is 'civilised'. 70 The suggestion is that for combustion masculinity risk is only risky-it is only worth looking atwhere there is transgression of a norm. For combustion masculinity it matters not that the norm is a law properly so called relating to speed or driver conduct or a law not so properly called- Law is there at the moment of ignition of combustion masculinity. The all significant risk-taking is a legal act. Its enjoyment and its masculinity affirming visual spectacle arises from norm transgression.
Top Gear is therefore legal not because of the images of law enforcement-Clarkson applying the rules to the leader board, the annoyed policeman or the judicially endorsed destruction of the Mitsubishi-but because risk to be risky needs a norm to be measured against. 
COCKING ABOUT WITH COMBUSTION MASCULINITY
Top Gear's male audience is clearly attracted by the spectacular risk-taking of combustion masculinity on show. It is also attracted to its humour. The presenters, in their pre-filmed segments and in their in-studio chatting, play for laughs. Word-play and sight gags abound. The show is as much a comedy as it is a car show. 73 Its comedic nature is often affirmed by the UK regulator of television content, Ofcom that has ruled that offensive or race specific comments made by the presenters are not in breach of broadcasting codes given the humourist context of the show. 74 One of the regular sites for humour is homoerotic references and banter. 75 The teenage girls called upon to judge the presenters' handbrake turns are bored, disinterested and score the presenters zero.
However, the male audience seems much more enthusiastic. There is something queer going on.
Clarkson spends a lot of time in the interview with Stephen Fry particularly interested in a gay cruising app on Fry's smartphone. 76 Hammond in the race of 1949 segment 'straddling his boyhood hero' quizzically keeps commenting that he is 'coming up behind James May'. 77 For Lochlann Jain this queer incursion within combustion masculinity is to be expected. The male focus, the absence of women, the hard aggression, the impressing other males through risky car exploits via the pretence of impressing women, strongly codes combustion masculinity as homosexual rather than heterosexual. 78 The 'high' culture of the automobility reflects this: J G Ballard' (1979, 1981, 1985) there is an over-emphasis on injuries to Mel Gibson's leather-clad body. 81 So while on the surface Top Gear's homoerotic banter is part of its established comedic material, it reflects the queer undercurrent that cuts the heterosexuality of combustion masculinity.
What can be seen is a double irony within Top Gear. The first relating to combustion masculinity's necessary relations with law; the second is its highlighting combustion masculinity's unstable heterosexual credentials. These ironies point to a substantial alternative message travelling within the Top Gear mega-text. It can be seen as a celebration of combustion masculinity and the show has its detractors in the liberal media, from women's groups and from victims of motor vehicle accidents that see it solely as such. But these critics do not see the irony also at play in the show and as such miss that it is not so much a celebration of combustion masculinity but a gentle critique.
The show has a profound sense of the past. Notwithstanding, the racetrack laps of new cars, nostalgia is never very far from the surface. Even more than talking about women, the presenters talk of their Vincent motorcycle is the most obvious 82 ; but the rear-wheel-drive competition in 13:5 also looks back to an earlier period of automotive design when rear-wheel-drive vehicles were de jure rather than the contemporary standard of front-wheel-drive. 83 The 'Car for the 17 year-old' challenge is a vehicle for the presenters to remember and relive their real or imagined first years on the road. Aston Martin blasting through empty, twisty rural roads. Clarkson is melancholy. He is lamenting that this excessive piece of automotive consumption has come to the end of its run:
What it makes me feel, though, is sad. I just can't help thinking that thanks to all sorts of things, the environment, the economy, problems in the Middle East, the relentless war on speed-cars like this will soon be consigned to the history books [pause] just have this horrible, dreadful feeling that what I am driving here is an ending. 85 What Clarkson acknowledges is that a decade into the twenty-first century, the car is in decline.
The car is the iconic technological object of the twentieth century. 86 Automobility has come to define space and time, especially in the West. 87 Western landscapes, western lifestyles expectations of how to live and how to move about has been defined by an expectations of human-car cybernetic relations. 88 The car was the epitome of industrial capitalism. It gave it the name Fordism. 89 In this, combustion masculinity with its risk-taking can be seen as the necessary way of being male to work the big and dangerous machines of the Fordist assembly line and fight its mechanised industrial wars. 90 Notwithstanding, the fabulous alternative histories of the motor vehicle by Georgina Clarsen that argue that during the pioneer period of motoring women were conspicuously present as owners, racers and mechanics, 91 by the mid-twentieth century the car was consumed by men as Lochlann Jain However, the car's cultural status has changed. 93 The centres of design and manufacturing have moved East and the consumers of cars have changed. Women buy and drive cars; indeed suburban women with children can be seen as doing more miles in cars then the male breadwinner just driving to and from work. 94 The roads are no longer the preserve of the male 'road warriors' impressing each other with their cars and their risk-taking. The roads have been tamed by freeway construction, speed cameras and random breath-testing. The modern period when town planning gave preference to the needs of motorists has become challenged as the interests of non-motorists have become more privileged. 95 Cars have been tamed by safety improvements and electronic interventions; they have become semi-intelligent beings that can take control from a wayward driver to prevent the rubber smoking signatures of combustion masculinity. 96 These new cars sense a pending accident and apply brakes, they can match their speed to a vehicle ahead and some can park themselves. In this law can be seen to have had a profound impact on the use and evolution of the motor vehicle over the twentieth century. One of the present authors identified the motor vehicle during the pioneer period of motoring as giving rise to modernist governing legalities of licencing, registries and policing. 97 From this foundational legalism, law has over the decades legislated safety standards, liability allocations, road design, pollution and economy improvements. 98 Modern law's war on risk has been a significant factor in the domestication of the car. This is the purpose of Top Gear. It is men laughing with, and at, men role-playing a past masculinity.
It shows the silliness, the out-of-time-ness, the past-ness of combustion masculinity. A wet Hammond stands as the Vincent motorcycle undergoes emergency roadside repairs: 'It is however a very manly pursuit, I am enjoying it, testosterone surging round my system, or it could be actually rain-its getting in-yes its rain surging round my system.' 109 The Stig, the anonymous racing car driver renders combustion masculinity silly. The Stig is the best, fastest, most spectacular driver on the
show. Yet his identity is not known. The whole visible economy of combustion masculinity falls with the Stig precisely because he is not seen. In laughing at combustion masculinity the show can be seen as progressive. It not only presents a gentle critique of combustion masculinity but also suggests ways of combining technology, gender and law that can overtake combustion masculinity.
In season 13, May won the most challenges. He won the challenges in episode 13:1, 13:5 and 13:6 and he wins through following the rules. Clarkson and Hammond duel and take risks and more often than not crash. May is even seen getting the girl in the rally challenge of 13:6, seemingly winning over his co-driver model Madison Welch. While Clarkson and Hammond are left homo-socialising with each other watching old cars do circuits of a racetrack, the final scene is May and Welch having a picnic under a tree. 110 Quietly spoken and with a more thoughtful persona than the other two, May emerges from the post-ignition detritus of combustion masculinity as an alternative to combustion masculinity. Redshaw contrasts combustion masculinity with 'hydraulic masculinity.' 111 For her, hydraulic masculinity-taking its name from the strength and precision of construction machinery-is controlled, constructive and caring. 112 While combustion masculinity destroys, hydraulic masculinity makes. It uses strength and precision to build and to maintain. Its focus is focus, not the onanistic male sexually climaxing through risk-taking in cars while watched by male onlookers, but a gifting to the world through doing. Its home lies in a primal sense of techné; a using of learnt skills to add to the beauty and complexity of the world. 113 May's lawfulness, his risk aversion, his knowledge of automotive engineering, his distance from the excesses of combustion masculinity, presents him as much more appealing. He is not perfect. He swears when slow cars pulled in front of him 114 and he gets frustrated with Welch when they begin the rally. 115 He is still a lad-he still likes cars-just his engagement with automobility is more constructive. Indeed, once sensitive to hydraulic masculinity, this alternative is quite evident in Top Gear. It is there in the men in tweed hats at the pre-1980s car auction looking for vehicles to restore, 116 and it shines through the grit and smoke on the faces of the men who remade and now are driving the steam train. 117 This is caring, man-style. It might be caring restore. 118 Hydraulic masculinity is not without its concerns. Its manifestation as machine maintenance in Top Gear is mostly irrelevant to the semi-intelligent, disposable, white-good on wheels that is the contemporary automobile. In that hydraulic masculinity industrial-ness is as out-oftime in the post-industrial West as is combustion masculinity. Further Ulf Mellsrӧm has concerns that the sort of technical knowledge-'rituals of tinkering'-that lies behind car care can be seen as a site for male technological knowledge/power that excludes women. 119 Both critiques are valid for this expression of masculinity. However, focusing on the negatives of expression inhibits assessment of what can be seen as positive within hydraulic masculinity. Rather than its manifestation through tinkering with cars, the drive behind this tinkering can be emphasised. While hydraulic masculinity is not without its criticisms, in its emphasis on making and care-on responsibility to the world-there is a chassis onto which men can be constructive without the violence and destruction of combustion masculinity.
Like combustion masculinity, hydraulic masculinity has its constitution within legality. Whereas in combustion masculinity law provided the transgressive benchmark, hydraulic masculinity's making and care means working with law and a sensible orientation towards risk. Law goes from a negative constraint against which masculinity is defined to a set of resources through which sustainable and permanent making can happen. Law can be seen as a guide to doing well in the world. In addition, 
